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Abstract
A research consortium called 'Intelligent Excavation System (IES)' has been formed in Korea with the
support of the Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs of Korea. The final goal of this research
consortium is to develop a robotic excavator that can improve the productivity, the quality, and the safety of
the conventional earthwork. The knowledge of the construction metrology and task level planning should be
well fed into the robotic control mechanism in order for the machine to have the intelligence of the
construction planner and the operator. Task Planning System (TPS) is one of the core technologies of IES.
TPS generates an optimal earthwork system based on a virtual work environment updated in real time by
work environment cognitive technology. TPS is an integrated module based on the heuristics of skillful
excavator operators for effective and error-minimizing work planning. In this paper, the heuristics and the
functions of system modules along with the virtual reality-based simulation results are presented.

Keywords: Intelligent Excavating System (IES), Task Planning System (TPS), Heuristics, Simulation,
Earthwork
1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Purpose
The production lines in most industries now have been automated, which has brought many benefits
such as the improvement of productivity and economical efficiency, the safety against industrial disasters and
the quality of work. However, the automation in the construction industry has still depended on the labor
input through the use of the construction equipment because of unstructured and dynamically changing
work environment and the large handling capacity required by the heavy weight of construction materials.
The development of construction robots as well as semi-automated construction equipment has been
increased with the rapid development of IT (Information Technology) along with the needs of the
construction automation recently. In particular, the development of earthwork automation system is on its
way actively because of the highest demands among construction equipments. Now, the development of the
IES for the earthwork automation is on progress since 2006 as a part of Construction Technology
Innovation Program of Ministry of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs in Korea. The development of the
IES is being performed by the industrial, academic, research institutions of 16 in total such as Hanyang
University, Korea Institute of Construction Technology, Korea Electronics Technology Institute, Korea
University, Inha University under the principal investigation of DooSan Infracore Co., LTD. IES has a
research plan of five years by organizing three research teams after dividing their roles on the basis of three
detailed core technologies. The third-year research of the development of the IES is under way now. The
system development for remotely-controlled excavator has been almost completed based on the element
technical analysis, algorithm and the system structure design which is the first-year research content. The
development is kept up on the basis of the close technical cooperation among each division until the fourth
year, and the development of the IES will be completed at the end of 2011 by finishing the fifth-year
research after going through the performance evaluation of the system.
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The final purrpose of this project
p
is to im
mprove the productivity,
p
q
quality
and saffety in the earrthwork, and to
t
develop an in
ntelligent unm
manned robotiic excavator to
o be able to overcome
o
thee lack of skilleed workers an
nd
manpower. To
T do so, TP
PS, which can
n establish an
n efficient wo
orking plan by
b analyzing the
t geograph
hic
information acquired
a
through 3D scan
nner, should be
b developed.. After compiiling a databaase of a skilleed
operators’ heuuristics, TPS is
i able to devisse an efficientt work plan.

F
Figure 1. IES research systeem
1.2 Scope and Methodology
M
This reseaarch collected and compiled heuristics which
w
is skilled workers’ exxperiential kno
owledge of th
he
earthwork. On
O the first-yeaar research fo
or the develop
pment of TPSS, the algorithm
ms for modulle developmen
nt
was devised based
b
on the heuristics. Taask planning simulator to plan and visuualize the eartthwork processs
with the virtuual reality-based simulation
n was develop
ped in the seccond year. The third-year research
r
now is
focusing on th
he integration
n of TPS with other modulees of the IES such
s
as sensorrs and equipm
ment controllerr.
The scopee of this paperr is to present the detailed functions
f
of TPS
T and to exaamine the chaaracteristics an
nd
the advantagees of TPS deveeloped througgh the skilled operators’
o
heuuristics and eqquipment conttroller.
2. Intelligentt Excavating
g System (IES
S)
IES is an excavator-bassed robot. Th
he excavator robot
r
senses the
t whole wo
ork environmeent in real-tim
me
ors and devises the optimaal working plaan based on the
t data of th
he earthwork design and th
he
through senso
work environ
nment. On thee basis of this, the robot bo
ody performs the movemen
nt and the wo
ork through th
he
intelligent selff-control systeem.
IES is buiilt upon threee core technollogies. The first technologyy is ‘the intellligent task plaanning system
m’,
which is the developmentt of the workk plan creation
n system to play
p the core brain role off the IES. Th
he
nology is ‘wo
ork environmeent recognitio
on-based inteelligent contro
ol technologyy’ which is th
he
second techn
development of the techn
nology relatedd to the autonomous conttrol as the ro
obotic excavator creates th
he
optimal path for the manip
pulators. The third technollogy is ‘the deevelopment an
nd the system
m integration of
o
an IES considdering the wo
ork characterisstics’, which develops
d
the robot’s
r
body and hardwaree and integratees
and manages all the developed system m
modules. The Fig
F 2 shows th
he detailed corre technology..
3. Task Plan
nning System
m (TPS)
TPS is thee technology to
t create the working plan
ns by grantingg the earthwo
ork and the suuperintendentt’s
knowledge to
o enable IES to perform the optimal earthwork pllan on the basis
b
of the vvirtual workin
ng
3
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puter identicall to the practiical working environment
e
u
updated
real-ttimely on the basis
environmeent in a comp
of the sensor data.
TPS peerforms the taasks related to
o the whole pllan creation on
o the excavatting works succh as area diviision,
the optimal platform crreation, the seequential creattion of workss, the optimal excavator mo
ovement path
h plan
on
and creatio

Figgure 2. IES’s detailed
d
core technology
t
between th
he platforms, and the qualitty control of the
t working contents, and compiles
c
a dattabase of the work
w
informatio
on through the
t
linkage tto Project Management
M
Information System (PM
MIS) which iss the
construction managem
ment module. Also, it is ap
pplied as a monitoring
m
syystem by buillding the working
t
virtuaal reality simullation. There are two techn
nologies to acqquire the worrking environm
ment;
contents through
global sen
nsing and locall sensing. Glo
obal sensing means
m
the proccess to map th
he whole geoggraphic data of
o the
work thro
ough laser scan
nners, and loccal sensing means the proccess to map th
he data for th
he local area where
w
becomes the
t object wheen the excavattor is located at
a the platform
m to work.

Fiigure 3. Intelliigent TPS Devvelopment
opment of TP
PS Module ussing heuristiccs
4. Develo
TPS deevises the working plan byy each modulle algorithm real-timely
r
byy receiving th
he geographic data
through global
g
and locaal sensing afteer inputting th
he work environment dataa, the dimensiion informatio
on of
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the robotic excavator
e
in advance.
a
The plan for the work is deviised after divviding the targget terrain intto
Global Area, Unit Work Area,
A
Local Arrea and Local Package. Glo
obal Area meaans the compo
onents dividin
ng
A means th
he componentts fixing the area considerin
ng
the whole areea for the excaavator to workk, Unit Work Area
a certain direction and con
ntinuity which
h are the workk path characteristics of th
he excavator, and
a Local Areea
means a certaain standard of
o area wheree the excavato
or will work after
a
being located at the platform,
p
to be
b
created after Unit Work Area
A
division.. Local Packaage means thee componentts dividing thee local area by
b
he plan and th
he characteristtics of each wo
ork path of th
he bucket when the excavato
or works.
considering th
The earthw
work plan andd the earthwo
ork amount of
o whole work are calculatted through th
he compariso
on
analysis betweeen the data of
o the real andd the designed geographic data. The workk order is given
n after dividin
ng
areas at each stage, and thee movement p
path creation of the excavator and the work
w
are perfo
ormed based on
o
t be located for the excavaator.
the platform to
The Fig. 4 shows the co
ontents on thee module and the performaance process of
o TPS design
ned by applyin
ng
heuristics.

Figgure 4. TPS Module
M
& Process
4.1 Division off Global Area
4.1.1 Horizon
ntal Division
This is the prrocess to divide the geograaphic data horrizontally on the
t basis of th
he average exxcavating deptth
that is efficieent most andd that considders the safetty at the excaavating pointt suitable for the excavato
or
dimension. A skilled operaator reduces the risk of a skid by considdering the beaaring capacity of the groundd,
and performss the work byy making the cutting depth
h 2~3m deep of the optim
mal vertical exxcavating deptth
according to the excavato
or dimension at one point,, and carries out the workk from the hiigh to the low
w
n the ground height.
h
topography in
So, as the basic
b
phase orr devising thee efficient worrk plan of thee excavator, it
i created layeers through th
he
horizontal divvision of the area
a accordingg to each phase and district.
3
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4.1.2 Desiignation of Maass Area
In casee of the earth
hwork field haaving variouss peaks, time and cost is saved
s
by min
nimizing the travel
t
distance of
o the excavato
or, and changge of direction
n is saved by applying
a
the work
w
order acccording to thee area
after dividding into the mass
m unit for tthe whole areaa.
Global area division performs the work from th
he upper layerr after dividingg the geograp
phic data accorrding
t location in
n stages of thee excavator on
n the earthwo
ork field carriees out the worrk by
each layer. Therefore, the
m top to dow
wn for the effiiciency of the excavation an
nd the transp
port, and the efficient
e
workk plan
stages from
devising can
c occur if carrying
c
out th
he work from
m the upper laayer uncondittionally withouut consideringg the
mass unit area.

Figgure 5. Horizo
ontal Division of the Area

F
Figure 6. Mass Unit Area Deesignation
4.1.3 Vertiical Division
This is the process to divide thee area by the similar workks of each geo
ographical feaature, and divvided
hwork plan. T
This enables one
o to considder it when working
w
out the work plaan by
according to the earth
ng the location
n of an obstaclle or an intrussion by the disstrict to be prreserved havin
ng been recogn
nized
designatin
in the geo
ographical infformation. On
ne secures th
he transfer roaad and the working
w
spacee by removingg the
intrusion that
t
is not wo
orth its keep and that can be removed by the excavaator, and onee designates itt as a
conservatiion district byy recognizing tthe intrusion to be preservved as the worrk-excepting section
s
for evaading
or selectin
ng a detour.
W Area
4.2 Designaation of Unit Work
Unit Work
W
Area is designated byy considering the working direction and continuity fo
or the work object
o
layer creatted through gllobal area divvision. A skilleed operator off the excavato
or performs co
ontinuously with
w a
certain dirrection until backing
b
is infeaasible. This caan simplify thee work plan an
nd can devisee the efficient work
w
plan throuugh the minim
mization of thee movement distance
d
of the excavator an
nd the directio
on changing. Also,
A
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operators perform the work backing the excavator so it becomes well-drained naturally by the gravity to treat
the flowing groundwater and the surface water affects on excavating.
The operator decides the spot that has the minimum movement distance and that secures the safety as
the next target spot even when moving the distance between the work areas. When designating Unit Work
Area, considering obstacles is efficient when beginning the work in the distance place from the place to
reduce the damage and to consider the difficult work degree, and enables the platform to be located by
considering the corners, obstacles of the layer geographical feature.

Figure 7. Unit Work Area Designation
4.3 Division of Local Area
This is the process to divide Unit Work Area into Local Area. Platform means the spot where the
excavator is located, and the standardized area where the excavator works after being located once as a
platform unit area, that is, as Local Area. A certain location of platform position is decided automatically as
dividing Unit Work Area into Local Area. The skilled operators perform the excavation as keeping up the
angle between boom and arm to be 90~110° for efficient working, and can improve the work efficiency by
designating Local Area so that the horizontal rotation angle of the boom is to be applied within 90° when
loading the truck. When designing Local Area, the area for gathering the earth and securing the safety is set
by having the spatial room of a certain radius. This can reduce the excavators’ idle-time and can improve the
work efficiency by preventing the inversion due to the loss of the track ground capability and by facilitating
loading trucks.
Local Area is platform unit area divided by a certain rule considering the trajectory of bucket and
kinematics. The designed geographical feature including each functional and each unit areas organizing Local
Area is defined as Local Package. Local Package standards are affected by the specifications and other
working environment conditions. Local Package Algorithm was developed by considering these conditions.
Local Package Algorithm was made to calculate standards according to Algorithm if inputting variables being
required respectively, and U.I (User Interface) for users’ convenience was developed.
The inputted variables and designed Local Package through this supply the division standards that
become the standards when performing the area division module, and are applied also to the impact data in
performing other modules after U.I is configured on the initial screen before the performance of TPS
modules.
First of all, the user inputs the track length, the vertical optimal excavation scope, the maximum
horizontal excavation scope, the height to the center-joint which are the excavator dimension inputted to the
earthwork as the input data of U.I. The optimal horizontal excavation scope length (O.L) considering the
excavating depth and the excavator’s height by the inputted data, the radius of gathering the earth and the
safety guarantee section length (S.L) are to be calculated. The horizontal excavation angle applies 180° by
considering a skilled worker’s heuristics and the excavating efficiency. The following figure is the plan of the
Local Package made by applying AutoCAD.
4.4 Optimal Platform Location Setting
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nit Work Areaa, the reiteratiion occurs beecause the shaape of Local Area
When arraanging Local Area and Un
performs the excavatio
on in the clossed circular arrc form accorrding to the excavators’ ch
haracteristics. It is
o excavate effficiently and eeconomically by
b removing the
t unnecessarry excavating plan. The num
mber
possible to
of platform
ms for the so
oil- cutting area is decreaseed by reducin
ng the unnecessary movements and direction
changes only
o
when creeating the op
ptimal platform
m location where
w
the reitterations are minimized
m
on
n the
vertical an
nd horizontal way. Also, Lo
ocal Area stan
ndards are chaanged accordiing to the exccavator dimen
nsion,
the quantiified algorithm
m type is requiired for an Inttelligent TPS to
t decide auto
omatically the platform locaation.
Algorithm
m has been devveloped to caalculate the op
ptimal platform location, an
nd verified th
he minimizatio
on of
the reiteraation by applyiing AutoCAD
D.
5. Inspection of TPS with
w VR Simulation
So far, this paper has exxplained the m
modules of TP
PS, and heurisstics applied to organizing the
t modules. Each
module performs its ro
ole in series or in parallel and displays its function having an orrganic relation
nship
mutually, not
n being

Figure 8 Local Package Alggorithm

P
Desiggn Drawing
Figgure 9. Local Package
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independent. Through the area division practically, th
he sequential creation
c
of wo
orks is createdd naturally. Th
his
affects on evven the path planning of the excavatorr bucket andd the excavatiion control. The
T designateed
platform supp
plies the creattion and the p
path plan, andd the location for the excavvator. Also, th
he area divisio
on
process for each
e
bucket supplied the specific unit for the optiimal excavatio
on by being designed afteer
reflecting the optimal excavvating plan.

Figure 10. Pllatform arranggement and reeiteration spot calculation co
onsidering thee minimization
n of reiteration
n
The simulaation was perrformed by ap
pplying task planning
p
simuulator for cheecking the co
ontents of eacch
module functtion organizingg the intelligen
nt TPS with th
he system con
nfiguration.
First of all,, after acquirin
ng the geograp
phic data to bee the simulatio
on object, it was
w changed in
nto solid moddel
without materrial parameterrs considering the capacity of
o the data flo
ow.
Task plan
nning simulato
or creates Loccal Package standards
s
by inputting
i
the data necessarry in designin
ng
Local Packagge. The depth of the horizo
ontal area diviision was deteermined 2.5m
m, and a layer was created by
b
the horizontaal division module.
m
The ccreated layers were changeed into solid object modeels respectiveely
through mesh
h configuratio
on, and it waas designated as Unit workk Area creatio
on object afteer selecting th
he
highest layer. The layer wass divided baseed on the objeect local modeel of the calcuulated 3D solidd, and this aim
ms
at the changees of the geoggraphic data iin three dimeensions accordding to the prractical operattion of robottic
excavator. Th
he location off robotic excaavator is displaayed on the map
m after bein
ng transmittedd through GP
PS
data. The ch
hanges of thee geographic data through
h the operatiion progress are updated on the global
geographic daata by receiving the formaation of the geographical feeature changees through thee local sensing,
and form thee condition sim
milar to the ffigures of the real field by being appliedd to the virtuaal simulation of
o
TPS.
In the pro
ogress of the simulator,
s
as tthe operationss of the upperr layers are prrogressed, the operation plaan
was devised simply as thee geographicaal feature beccame gentle. Also,
A
becausee the robotic excavator haas
h a certain direection and con
ntinuity if arraanging after fin
nding a positio
onable locatio
on
difficulties in working with
ng the shape of the geogrraphic data when
w
designatiing the platfo
orm location in case of th
he
by considerin
designation of
o unit work, the operatio
on plan consiidering the prresence or no
ot of the eveenness and th
he
hardening operation possib
bility of the exxpected platforrm spot will be
b created.
6. Conclusio
ons
Though eeach country all over the w
world has peerformed inceessant research
h and develo
opment for th
he
automation of
o the construuction industryy, it has run into
i
numerouus brick walls such as the continuation
c
o
of
3
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ons, the lastin
ng occurrencees of uncertaiin incidents, the subjugatiion of the naatural
non-repetiitive operatio
environmeent, the necessary elements, technologicaal shortage, co
ompared to oth
her industries. To solve theese

Figure 11. Task Planning Simulator
problems, it should be equipped witth the necessaary element technologies such
s
as the deevelopment of
o the
purpose of th
he automation
n, and more exact and rapid
r
sensing,, and
equipment correspondiing to the p
computer technology. All
A these thinggs such as thee experiential knowledge,
k
th
he plans to cope with dangeerous
incidents, the past’s suuccessful dataa to improve the construction productiivity for the skilled workeers to
m
efficient operation in construction industry now
w are essential data. In particcular, if grantiing it
perform more
to the auttomation systeem after arran
nging the skillled workers’ heuristics systematically an
nd faithfully in
n the
implementation of the automation th
hrough the deevelopment of
o construction
n machinery, it can bring about
a
ntion against various
v
disasters, efficient operations,
o
th
he improvemeent in
numerous profits such as the preven
mize the trialss and errors accompanying
a
g in the proceess of
productiviity and qualityy, and will be able to minim
achieving the automatio
on. This reseaarch improvedd the efficienccy and the safeety by applyin
ng it to the mo
odule
configurattion through the
t algorithm developmentt of each stagee after arrangging the skilledd workers’ andd the
315
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superintendent’s heuristics being required over the whole of TPS development which is an intelligent plan
creation system among the IES development. It is necessary to seek the applications and the plans of various
logics to grant artificial intelligence in the future, and the module that trials and errors are fewer and exquisite
will be developed only when the development of close algorithm becomes a precondition.
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